Map shows the 2016 Total Population and number of households per subdistrict (admin level 3) for the Donggala Region of Central Sulawesi. The estimated vulnerable population per subdistrict is estimated based on the poverty index.

Data sources:
Boundaries: OCHA ROAP
Settlements: DIVA
Population: BPS
Caseload data: AHA Centre

SOJOL, INT7205161
Pop 2016: 9717
Households: 2429
Vulnerable pop: 3012

Balaesang, INT7205130
Pop 2016: 23638
Households: 5885
Vulnerable pop: 7297

Sindue Tobata, INT7205102
Pop 2016: 9149
Households: 2287
Vulnerable pop: 3344

Banawa, INT7205080
Pop 2016: 32983
Households: 8241
Vulnerable pop: 5589

Sindue Tombusabora, INT7205101
Pop 2016: 11857
Households: 2904
Vulnerable pop: 3676

Banawa Selatan, INT7205081
Pop 2016: 24387
Households: 5972
Vulnerable pop: 7960

Labuan, INT7205090
Pop 2016: 13896
Households: 3474
Vulnerable pop: 4308

Pinembani, INT7205051
Pop 2016: 6564
Households: 1641
Vulnerable pop: 2035

Banawa Tengah, INT7205082
Pop 2016: 10337
Households: 2699
Vulnerable pop: 3219

Pinembani, INT7205051
Pop 2016: 6564
Households: 1641
Vulnerable pop: 2035

Banawa Selatan, INT7205081
Pop 2016: 24387
Households: 5972
Vulnerable pop: 7960

SOJOL, INT7205161
Pop 2016: 9717
Households: 2429
Vulnerable pop: 3012
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The depiction and use of boundaries, names and associated data shown here do not imply endorsement or acceptance by MapAction.